FAQ for Jobseekers
What qualification do I need to enrol in your platform?
It doesn't matter if you are fresh graduate looking to enter the job market or school leavers who are
ready to start working despite not having reasonable qualifications. We also welcome blue collar
workers too whether they are jobless or looking for better opportunity. There are opportunities for
everyone.
What assurance do I get that I will acquire any jobs?
AP Online Jobs has fifteen years of experience in the human resources platform and has the
database of employers as well as dedicated partners who will certainly match the right job with your
intended career path.
How do I go about using your platform?
AP Online Jobs website is easy to use site, and is extremely user-friendly. Alternatively you can
always contact our call centre and have the personnels attend to your queries.
What type of jobs are available in AP Online Jobs?
We have jobs from various industries for your picking. We especially specialise in entry level to
help with school leavers, and those who have been retrenched and need jobs urgently. Our database
of employers comes from different types of products and service providers that can match school
leavers, fresh graduates as well as retired personnels. We also welcome
Are there any work from home jobs?
It depends on the employers requirement. The pandemic has made work-from-home more possible
than before, and so some employers may consider this.
Are there any part-time or freelance jobs?
AP Online Job provides all types of working opportunities, and there are also employers that may
be seeking non-regular types of employment.
How do I know about the salary and the other packages?
Salaries and the benefits varies from one individual to another, depending on the qualifications and
experiences. You can discuss this with the employers directly once you have been called for the
interview.
Who are your business partners and why do I have to go through them?
Our business partners are mostly retired personnels who have had experience working in various
companies and industries and are certainly well-equipped to help you with the career of your choie
by matching your qualification and skills with the right job opening.
I am a fresh school leaver and do not have any other qualifications. Can I apply?
There are opportunities for everyone and the careers offered through AP Online Jobs will be a
starting point for you go move onwards from there.
I have never been for job interviews and do not know how to do a resume. How can I get a
job?
Once you sign up with AP Online Job, you will only be asked basic information to be filled. The
brochure given to you will have QR Code that will guide you with simple steps to fill in the form.
Other information will be inquired from you from time to time.

How long before I know I get a job?
Employers have different operating procedures that varies according to their practises. But you can
always call our consultant and check on the statuses.

